RV Mallet
Overview
The RV Mallet, owned and operated by the Geological Survey of Ireland, is an 18m
Safehaven Marine Wildcat 60 Catamaran which has been configured for inshore survey
operations with a shallow draft of only 1.4m. The vessel is fully equipped for cost-effective
hydrographic/geophysical data acquisition that meets all required international
specifications. It is licensed to carry out survey operations out to a range of 30Nm from the
Irish Coast as part of the INFOMAR program.

Figure 1: RV Mallet off Baltimore in Co. Cork

Retractable Pod
The survey pod containing the multi-beam echo
sounder is mounted on a hydraulic ram that can
raise and lower the instrumentation into and out
of the water. The IMU is also attached in close
proximity to the pod.
Once the pod has been lowered into the survey
position, it is locked in place to assure that the
system is stable and the instrumentation is in
the same position every time the pod is moved.
With the pod down, maximum speed is 10 knots.
However, with the pod raised the maximum
speed is up to 25 knots.

Figure 2: Retractable Pod on RV Mallet

This allows the RV Mallet to transit quickly to and from areas of operation with minimum
time lost to slow transits. Once onsite, the pod can be quickly lowered into place and
surveying can begin saving time and money. The ability to raise and lower the pod also
provides safety for the instrumentation and vessel as the instruments are only in the water
during survey operations. This reduces the chances of damaging the instruments in the pod,
especially when operating at speeds higher than normal survey speed.

Figure 3: Stern View of RV Mallet

Auto Pilot Line Steering
Another development on the RV Mallet is
the use of online auto pilot steering of
survey lines. This means that the vessel
follows a predefined path on the survey
plan and compensate for currents and wind
that may affect the course of the vessel.
Importantly, this system can be instantly
switched to manual giving full control to the
Master when desired. This system allows
for the most effective line plan to be
followed, maximizing swath coverage and
survey efficiency over time.

Figure 4: RV Mallet Bridge

Applanix Pos-MV Unit
The RV Mallet uses an Applanix POS-MV system to provide pitch, heave, roll, timing,
positioning and heading information to the survey equipment and software. The POS-MV
topside unit is connected to an IMU (inertial motion reference unit) mounted near the multibeam echo sounder and to a pair of GNSS antennae all of which, when combined provide
accurate attitude, heading and positioning readings to hydrographic and geophysical
software. A 1 PPS (pulse per second) time-sync signal is provided to the acquisition software
to insure adequate time synchronization. Once the vessel’s POS-MV navigation files are post
processed with positioning corrections, the horizontal accuracy is improved to the order of
+/-5cm with similar values in the vertical plane. This allows for the calculation of GPS tide
heights with the vessel itself essentially acting as a tide gauge.

Figure 5: RV Mallet and RV Keary in Haulbowline Navy Base Co. Cork

Figure 6: Aerial Image of RV Mallet Off the Coast of Co. Cork

Specifications
Name:
Registered:
Call Sign:
MMSI Number:
License:
Max passenger and crew:

RV Mallet
n/a
EI-SN-9 (Echo India Sierra November Nine)
250004509
Marine Survey Oﬃce P5 License for 2 crew + 12 passengers
14

Technical Specifications
Builder
Model
Year
Construction
Length (m)
Beam (m)
Draft (m)
Main Engines
Generator 1
Shorepower
Top Speed
Fuel Capacity
Cruising Speed
Slow Speed
Hydraulic Crane
Knuckle crane
Anchor Winch
Anchors
Dive ladder

Safehaven Marine
Wildcat 60 Catamaran
2017
Glass-reinforced plastic (GRP)
18m
6.2m
1.4m pod not deployed
2 X 750HP Volvo D16 Engines
Panda 15 kVA x 2
Yes
24 knots
3,500 Litres
20 knots
7 knots
Yes
Yes
Yes
1 x 30 Kg / 1 x 75 Kg
Yes

Permanent Vessel Systems
AIS
Radio
Handheld VHF
Chartplotter
Echsounder
GPS
RADAR

Class B
Sailor 6222 VHF DSC
ICOM IC-M25
Raymarine
Raymarine DS600X Colour Depth Sounder
Raymarine C80 GPS Chartplotter and Receiver
Raymarine HD Colour

Autopilot

SIMRAD AP70

Survey Systems
System
Multibeam
Positioning system
Geodetic Control

Type
Kongsberg EM2040P
POS-MV OceanMaster
Leica GS10

Comment
200 to 400 kHz
With PosPac GNSS software
Shore based logging (PPK)

Sound Velocity sensor

AML SV ‘smart probe’

R/T Mounted with EM2040

Sound Velocity Sensor

Valeport Swift SVP

